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Message from the director

Life is a gift. In order to keep this gift we need to constantly fight for it.
But in this battle we are not starting at the same level. The circumstances can transform
the fighters into winners or losers.
We develop a series of questions without answers, we come into things that we cannot
understand and when we are not able to fight the obstacles, we fall, becoming vulnerable.
It is extremely difficult to fight when we are down and we have no power.
We need to see the hands that come to reach for us, to encourage us and we should not
give up. It should help us retrieve our inner strength that will help us stand up and go on.
When you help someone stand on their feet, you contribute to humanity while spreading
kindness.
Because, kindness is the absolute power that supports the human nature and it is the value
that leads us to a better world.
In FCE, the kindness comes from God and this represents the power that makes the place
around you bloom.
For many years, every hand that was willing to offer, changed lives, and lifted people up.
None of the gestures that were shown in kindness were in vain. We believe that the true
winners are not those who reach the top by themselves but those who help others win.
We dearly invite you to contribute with your time, energy and other resources, to plant
good though ts and when we will put our harvest together, we will earn much more than
we planted.

VALENTINA FERCHE
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Activity Report 2018

It is a non-governmental organization that started its activity right after the Revolution in 1989 and
obtained legal status in 1996.
FCE works in a large variety of social services for different categories of people in need.

FCE’s vision
The vision of the foundation is to eradicate discrimination and to respect the right for a decent life,
protection, development and social integration.

The mission of the foundation
Providing material, emotional, spiritual and educational support for people in difficulties and create a
feeling of belonging where both the beneficiaries and the employees feel respected and appreciated.
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The values of our organisation are the following:
1. Respect for human dignity
2. Care for people around us
3. Harmony

The standards that influence the activities:
a. Human rights
b. Christian values
c. The principles of education
d. The status of the foundation
e. Laws that regulate the social services
f. Regulation of the internal order

The principles that support the activity:
Respecting and promoting the high interest of the beneficiary
Equality of chances and non-discrimination
Ensuring individualised care
Valuing the potential of every beneficiary
Opening to the community
Promoting Christian ethics and morals
Cooperation and partnership with other institutions
Improving quality of life
Ensuring confidentiality
Fighting the abuse on our beneficiaries
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Motivation:
The constitution and the actions of ELIM Christian Foundation are motivated by the words of Jesus in
Matthew 25: 34-40.
The foundation has been supported by an enthusiastic and serious volunteer team without whom the
activity could not be carried on. They came to Romania with the mission of helping orphans after the 1989
Revolution and the foundation is legally brought into being in 1996.

Lars and Barbro Gustavsson are a Swedish family, the initiators and founders of
FCE. Since 1995, they chose to live in Romania.
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FCE’s purpose
(According to the Act of Constitution of FCE, no. 2475 from the 10th of June 1996): it is exclusively
humanitarian, consisting of:
 Activities performed to help the disadvantaged people
 Rehabilitation and social integration activities
 Social Services
 Education and training
 Social enterprises

Strategical objectives
-

Running social services for different categories of disadvantaged people

-

Raising the capacity to deliver social services to poor people and/or Roma people

Services:
The organization delivers services for different categories of disadvantaged people:
Children separated from their parents;
Children and young people with disabilities;
Homeless people;
Roma people;
Disadvantaged families;
In order to assist these people, we run different kind of projects:
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THE RESIDENTIAL CENTRE FOR CHILDREN SEPARATED TEMPORARILY OR
DEFINITIVELY FROM THEIR PARENTS: FAMILY-TYPE HOMES
Purpose: to give these children special social assistance,
protection, care, education, satisfaction of physical,
mental and emotional needs and to prepare them for the
socio-professional integration.

Number of beneficiaries:
15 children between 7 and 19 years old, living in three
family-type homes: "Casa Marghita", "Casa Poiana
Verde", "Casa Cu Flori" .
Marghita home

News:
-

The employees completed a qualification course
as a social worker;
At Casa Marghita, the interior has been redecorated;
Operating Licences have been obtained for all three
houses;
The children have been in camps, trips and holidays
and to a camp held by "Încrederea" Foundation.
Plans for the future:

Poiana Verde home
- We want to support them to take part in a Youth
Camp;
- Interior redecoration based on the needs;
- Engaging the beneficiaries in charity;

Casa cu Flori home
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The protected house for people with disabilities
"Casa Silvia"
Purpose:
Creating a family atmosphere and ensuring a
decent life, recovery and trying to satisfy the
existing disabilities and use of all the potential
that the beneficiaries have, in order to reach a
higher level of independence and social
integration.
Number of beneficiaries:
6 beneficiaries between 18 and 26 years old.
News:
-

Two people have been hired into this
project, a social worker and a cleaner;
One of the beneficiaries has been
transferred;
The kitchen furniture has been changed to
a new one;
In August, all of the benefciaries hae been
to a camp for a whole week;
During this period, the social worker
qualification course has been held for the
employees from this project;

Plans for the future:
-

Helping a little girl with severe health
problems to receive treatment/recovery;
Redecorating the terrace on the first floor;
Building a garage for bicycles;
Connecting to the city’s sewer;
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THE SOCIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN
FOSTER CARE
FAMILIES
Purpose:
The project has the purpose to ensure a familytype environment that will facilitate the
harmonious development, educating and
acquiring independent life skills in order to
integrate children who are separated from their
parents into society.
Number of beneficiaries:
7 children between 7 and 17 years old;
News:
In 2018, three of the beneficiaries who reached
their 18th birthday have left the project. One of
them has taken the decision to remain in FCE and
to be included in a different stage of assistance,
namely in Brândușa project. Another beneficiary
has left the country. The other beneficiary got
married and we were glad to be part in this happy
event.The foster care families are satisfied with
the results that the children reached
-

adulthood and they hope this investment
will produce good results in the future;
The number of beneficiaries decreased
due to them turning 18 and their socioprofessional integration;

Plans for the future:
-

We intend to find other foster care
families that could take care of children;
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ELIM club
Purpose :
The Elim Club is a place where the beneficiaries
of the foundation can meet other children, young
people and adults who are good role models for
them. There, beneficiaries can learn about
healthy relationships, about God and grow in
their faith.

-

Number of beneficiaries:
25-40 children and young people between 8 and
35 years old.
News:
The team leading the program raised in number;

-

-

The meeting is held every Thursday;
The leaders organised different activities
and trips;
FCE employees took part in a meeting
with a special theme "gratitude";
FCE has organised a market for
fundraising;
The young people from the halfway
house and the Final Project gather every
Saturday for the fellowship and they also
eat together;
The building has also been used for other
purposes such as Family gatherings and
events in the life of the employees;
We had a great Christmas holiday this
year with the FCE family ;

Plans for the future:
-

We would like to have someone play an
instrument during these gatherings.
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Someone who can also help our
beneficiaries to develop such talents;
We need someone who can create a
worship team and a choir;
We would like to use this place for many
other activities;

The halfway house for those without shelter “Elim”
Purpose:
The purpose of this social service is to ensure
assistance for those in need of a place to live, to
increase the quality of life and to increase the
chances of rehabilitation and socio-professional
integration.

-

Number of beneficiaries:

-

-

11 people between 18 and 58 years old;
News:
-

-

-

-

-

The beneficiaries are much more secure
regarding their abilities and they took a
step forward regarding their skills for an
independet life;
Some of the employees took part in the
social worker qualification course;
New beneficiaries came;
Starting with August 2018, each of the
beneficiaries has to save an amount of
money depending on their monthly wage.
The money will be returned to the
beneficiary once he/she leaves the
project;
The employees offer different kinds of
activities in order to develop the
beneficiaries general knoweldge and
other skills;
Plans for the future:
Those of the beneficiaries who cannot
take care of themselves without daily
help, can stay in the project for a longer
period of time;
We will continue to hold different
courses, create opportunities, help the
young people better understand the world
around them in order to be able to take

-
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good decisions, to take care of themselves
and to adapt to the social world.
Together with the beneficiaries, we try to
find good solutions for the future, for
those who benefit from a full time job and
are ready to take the next step;
In March we will celebrate 10 years of
activity in this project;
We want to make some changes and
renovations depending on the budget
available for this project;

"Bucuria Camp" Holiday Home
Purpose:
Creating opportunities to socialize and for the
beneficiaries to spend their free time in a good, moral
and Christian environment.
Number of beneficiaries:
Approximately 200 people between 5 and 30 years old.
News:
-

The camp has been partially redecorated;

-

There were different activities held here
with the help of volunteers from abroad
and from our country;
The project manager has been changed;

-

Plans for the future:
-

-

Preparing the documentation for the
camp for a longer period of time in a
year;
Creating a playground
Improving the quality of our services;
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Final project
for post institutionalized young people
Purpose:
To offer support for a better selfdevelopment, for an autonomy, independence
and social integration both in the society, in
general, and in the work place.
Number of beneficiaries:
17 beneficiaries between 25-38 years old.
News:
-

-

-

-

-

The young people have maintained their
homes well, keeping them clean and in
good order. They participate in the
activities held by FCE;
Some took part in an English course and
made good progress;
One of our beneficaries completed a
course for taking care of the elderly and
now she is working at a Nursing Care
Home where she feels useful and
fulfilled.
Another beneficiary is a member of the
Leadership Team in FCE Club meetings
and she is very responsible in her duties.
Plans for the future:
To remain available for these young
adults because they need people to
support them and to give them the
feeling that they belong somewhere;
To find new strategies in order to better
supervise this project;
To create situations in which these
young adults can use their abilities to
help others;
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Disadvantaged families
Purpose:
To help the beneficiaries of this project
to have access to all the rights and facilities that
they should have, according to the Law and
depending on their potential, so that they are
able to obtain a greater social independence.
Number of beneficiaries:
231 (52 families) between 0-82 years old.
News:
- All of the beneficiaries have received
boxes with food 4 times in a year and boxes
with clothes and shoes 2 times;
- We brought bags of potatoes and we
distributed them to all the families in the
project to plant them;
- The house in Poiana has been offered as
a shelter to families who have been through
a crisis and they received help with the
maintenance expenses and the
documentation;
- 28 children have been taken to a camp
for a week with 8 volunteers;
- The list of beneficiaries has been revised
and those who have become independent
have been replaced with other beneficiaries;
Plans for the future:
-

Individual support focused on creating
minimal conditions for a decent life, for
example redecorating some of the
houses and assuring the hygiene and
basic needs;
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Projects in collaboration with Erikshjalpen
“Elim” Educational Centre (After School)

Purpose:
To achieve the right to education, nondiscrimination and decent conditions of life for
Roma people.
Number of beneficiaries:
48 children
News:
-

The attendance level increased in the
mainstream school;
The children are better prepared when
they go to school and they tend to
integrate easier in the group;
The collaboration with their parents has
improved;
The centre has been equiped with
didactic games and sports equipment;
Social activities have been created
during holidays;
We provide transportation for the
children from home to school and back
home again;
During Christmas holiday, they received
shoebox gifts;
A budget for medicine has been created;
The Hygiene Centre is almost finished;

Plans for the future:
-

Advising parents to find a job;
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Support for the Roma community – PKL
Purpose:
The purpose of this project is to promote the
rights of the children living in marginalized
communities, to education, protection, health
and satisfaction of the basic needs by creating
sustainable livelihoods, entrepreneurship and
developing the community.
Number of beneficiaries:
35 families, respectively, 152 people from the
community on Tudor Vladimirescu area,
Marghita.
News:
-

Hiring 2 people from the community in
one of FCE's projects;
Rebuilding new deposits for the SecondHand shop;
Visit made by Eriksjalpen Sweden agent
- Roland Nissfolk together with agents
from Post Kod Lotteriet;
Visit made by a group from Moldova;
Organising Partner Meeting;
Visit made by a group of students from
Oskarshamn School;
Restoring and building equipment for a
playground in the community;

Plans for the future:
-

Improving the hygiene and sanitary
situation;
Inauguration of the Tudor Community
Centre
Building workshops;
Building a place where the parents can
be advised;
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Houses for disadvantaged people

Purpose:
Fighting the social exclusion for people who need help, by
building houses.
Number of beneficiaries:
2 families and 6 post institutionalized young people.
News:
-

A plot of land has been purchased in Marghita, on
Ierului street. On this plot 6 houses will be built;

-

The technical project for a semidetached house on
Brândușei street, Marghita has been finalised. 2
families will live here;

-

The technical project for the houses on Ierului street
was created;

Plans for the future:
-

Finish the house on Brândușei street;

-

Beneficiaries to move into the house

-

Start the construction on Ierului street;
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Collaboration Projects
Special Needs Classes in Marghita
Purpose:
Ensuring the right to education and sociointegration for children with disabilities.
Number of beneficiaries:
55 students between 8 and 18 years old.
News:
-

Transportation has been provided to
school and back home within Marghita,
Chiribiș and Poiana;
Provision of a financial fund for the
children who commute;
Creating activities and festive meals;
Donation of gifts to the children on
special occasions or events;
Participation in the summer camp;
Workshop with a traditional theme
inside the school's yard;
Installation of a chair lift;
Installation of a shower;

Plans for the future:
-

Socio-professional integration of as
many beneficiaries as possible;
Adopting new working methods;
Redecorating the building, changing the
heating system and connecting to the
city sewer;
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CIUTELEC – Nursing Care Centre for disabled adults
Purpose:
To offer value and fellowship to solitary people
and to show them the love of God. Also provide
young people in FCE the opportunity to serve
other people in need and to develop a charity
spirit.
Number of beneficiaries:
Approximately 30 people between 25-80 years
old.
News:
-

In March, a group of people from the
Care Centre were invited to FCE's Club;
In the Autumn, FCE provided
transportation for a day trip organised by
the institution;
In December, a group from FCE
distributed gifts and sang Christmas
carols to the beneficiaries;
In 2018, a pastor from FCE helped the
project;

Plans for the future:
-

We need a person who can play an
instrument, to be part of this team and to
visit Ciutelec Nursing Care Centre ;
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The organizational structure

The members of the Board of Directors:
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Lars Gustavsson – founder and former CEO of FCE, executive director of FCE, Swedish citizen,
resident in Romania, his profession is an engineer, with some experience in business. A member of
the Board of Directors since 1996.
Ferche Valentina – CEO of FCE, psychological counsellor and speech therapist, a member of the
Board of Directors since 2008.
Christer Carlsson – Swedish citizen, resident in Sweden, experience in business: bakery, a member
of the Board of Directors since 2000.
Cosmina Mârze – FCE Director, social worker, a member of the Board of Directors since 2017.
Balla Frederic Barna – Romanian citizen, theology teacher and a member of the Board of Directors
in the Secondary School where he works as a teacher. A member of the Board of Directors since
2016.
Margareta Josefsson – Swedish citizen, resident in Sweden, vast experience as a consultant in
management system and software development, a member of the Board of Directors since 2017.
Maria Bark – Swedish citizen, resident in Sweden, studies and experience in the social work field,
a member of the Board of Directors since 2016.
Barbro Gustafsson – founder of FCE, Swedish citizen, resident in Romania, assistant manager of
FCE, a member of the Board of Directors since 1996.
Lidia Micula – FCE Director, psychologist and special education teacher, trainer of Love and Logic
and Trust Based Relational Intervention parenting programs, a member of the Board of Directors
since 1999.
Karl-Johan Gunnar Axelsson - Swedish citizen with residence in Sweden, an expert in the
Agriculture and Division of Labour area, University of Agriculture, St. Paul, Minessota, USA. In
present, he holds the position of adviser regarding agriculture matters at LRF Konsult, Östergötland
/ Gotland, Affärsrådgivare. A member of FCE's Board since 2018.
Elsa Marianne Asebrant - Swedish citizen with residence in Sweden, expert in the Social Services
for the Elders domain. She used to work at the Town Hall and has just retired. A member of FCE's
Board since 2018.
 The organisational structure and the number of employed people is being approved by the
Steering Committee.
 The flowchart can be found at FCE base and it is periodically updated.

The criteria of selection consists of: diplomas stating the qualification.
In the field, previous experience in delivering social benefits, theoretical and practical
knowledge in the field, proper physical and mental state of health, proper moral profile.
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General considerations
The Directorate of the foundation
For a proper functioning of FCE, the Board of Directors has the role of a supreme organ of decision,
consulting and examining the activities and projects run by the foundation.
The role of the Board of Directors has been mentioned in the Statute.
The Board of Directors has the power to choose the Executive Committee that is the group that will coordinate all daily activities of FCE and its projects, and will also suggest the strategy of the foundation.

The Executive Committee
The Executive Committee consists of 4 members, one of them is the general manager and he/she is chosen
by the Board of Directors for a period of three years.







Lars Gustavsson – founder and former chairman of FCE, executive director of FCE, Swidish
citizen, resident in Romania, his profession is an engineer, with some experience in business. A
member of the Board of Directors since 1996.
Ferche Valentina – CEO of FCE, psychological counsellor and speech therapist, a member of the
Board of Directors since 2008.
Lidia Micula – FCE Director, psychologist and special education teacher, trainer of Love and Logic
and Trust Based Relational Intervention parenting programs, a member of the Board of Directors
since 1999.
Cosmina Mârze – FCE Director, social worker, a member of the Board of Directors since 2017.
The Executive Committee is being led by the CEO and if he/she is not available, another person
designated by him/her, will do the job.
The Executive Committee ensures the leadership of the current activity according to art. 21 from
FCE’s Status.
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The Administration council
Consists of project coordinators and other people suggested by the Executive Committee and voted by the
members of the Administration counci.
The role of the Administration council is to support the Executive Committee to take decisions.
The multidisciplinary team
The multidisciplinary team consists of all the specialists in the foundation, from different fields:
psychologist, social worker, director etc. It has the purpose to make evaluations for the beneficiaries, for
the employees and for the volunteers.
The Executive Committee appoints coordinators for each project.
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DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME AND COSTS
INCOME
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COSTS
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STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
For 2019, FCE wants to achieve the following:
1. To open the Hygiene and Community Centre in the Roma community.
2. To continue to build the houses for disadvantaged people.
3. To repartition the house in Chiribiș in order to offer more places for disadvantaged people who need a house.
4. To provide training for our employees, social domain qualification courses.
5. Improving the social services we provide.

PARTNERS
All our activities could not have been possible without the implication of a number of different organizations and
partner institutions whom we send our thanks to for the great success in their activities. EFI Fadder (Sweden),
Elim Second Hand (Sweden), Eriks Development (Sweden), Blythswood Care (Scotland), ANCL All Nation
Church (Luxembourg), GVC Gordano Valley Church Portishead (England), SOK Stiching Ondersteuning voor
Roemeense Kinderen (The Netherlands), Sonrise Community Church. PO box 282. Ney, Ohio 43549-0282
(USA)., Marghita Town Hall, DGASPC Bihor and others.
HOW CAN I HELP?
You can make a donation to FCE’s bank account and you can promote our activity to your friends.
BANCA COMERCIALĂ ROMÂNĂ, Marghita branch, SWIFT code: RNCBROBU
Accounts:
RON - RO15 RNCB 0035 0221 5163 0001
USD - RO85 RNCB 0035 0221 5163 0002
EURO - RO32 RNCB 0035 0221 5163 0004
GBP - RO58 RNCB 0035 0221 5163 0003
SEK - RO04 RNCB 0035 0221 5163 0005
If you want to send money from USA, please send a check to Sonrise Community Church. PO box 282. Ney,
Ohio 43549-0282, with specification „Romania”.

Bank address: Banca Comerciala Romana
Piața Independentei, Nr.3
Marghita - 415300
Bihor
ROMANIA

FCE address: Fundatia Crestina Elim
Str. Nicolae Bălcescu, nr 79
Marghita - 415300
Bihor
ROMANIA

Contact: elim@fce.ro, tel/fax 0259 363570, www.fce.ro
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Volunteers - the wonderful team behind the scene

.
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Thank you very much for your contribution!
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